Hey Creative Friends,
After a long journey in the restaurant industry, my uninspiring job was taking a toll on my mental
health, dissatisfied with my career choice, I had it, I knew it was time for a change.
I had an artist streak with an entrepreneurial mind, I wanted to be a full-time artist with a viable
art business.
If this sounds like you, then you need to read further.
I also knew it wasn’t going to be an easy transition because I was aware that many artists have
failed before me. But my determination led me to set out steps to defy the odds.
How did I know that the Starving Artist myth does not apply to me? Well, I did a research study
on the artists that I have met.
Why do most artists fail?
In the art industry, I have met many artists, and most of them do their craft as a part-time hustle
because they do not have the confidence to rely solely on their craft.
The ones that are doing art as a full-time business, most of them are having a hard time making
ends meet but not without a lack of talent.
I have noticed, the ones that fail to have a successful, viable business are lacking mindset skills,
perpetual habits, and marketing skills.
From a business point of view, their problems are manageable and solvable.
Looking back at my career, the biggest needle movers are the 7 essential steps that brought me
success, the ones that I have set up to defy the odds, and I know it will help you too.
If you are thinking of turning your hobby into a viable business, I have created a guide to help
you to discover the possibility. This guide will bring you from thinking of doing to taking action:
I hope you will take action today and go for your dreams and live an inspired, motivated, and
creative life with financial independence.
With Creative Joy,
Ting Yuen

7 Effective Habits to Help you to Transform your
Art Hobby into a Money Making Venture.
By Ting Yuen
www.tingyuenart.com
#1 Consistent studio habits
To become a working artist, you have to create consistent studio time and be prolific.
One of the ways that I have sold thousands of work in my business life is by creating a yearly
collection. There is a direct correlation between consistent work and consistent income.
Showing up for your audience and offering new works every year is one of the most effective
ways to build trust, momentum, and professionalism. Most importantly, your commitment will
attract the right tribe to your business.
Creating consistent work is not always easy, but it is viable for the success of your business.
Hone in on your craft, get better and stronger as an artist. Once you have made a habit out of
consistent studio hours, your creativity will flow better, and the success of your art business will
follow.
Here are five suggestions that work for me:
1. Keep an inspiration folder. Whenever you find something intriguing and exciting that
sparks your inspiration, put it in the folder. When it is time to produce art, use your
inspiration folder to help keep the ideas flowing. Do not copy, instead establish your
distinguished style.
2. Show up: Establish a schedule for your studio time, put it on the calendar, and
follow-through. Come rain or shine, be committed to your studio time. Put on some
music, and establish a creative ritual to help you set the tone of creativity and
productivity.
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3. Brain dump your yearly collection. Think about the audience that you are painting for and
write down words or draw out some ideas that would spark their interests. During this
practice, you need to keep a flow, do not worry about perfection or art theory because
this is the time to trust your intuition to do the work. Take a week or two to come out with
some great ideas.
4. Choose the ideas that represent your style the most and plan out the collection, for
example,establish your formats, color forecast, and compositions.
5. Schedule your time for each painting, stick to your timeline, and execute.
The American painter Chuck Close said it well: Inspiration is for amateurs - the rest of us just
show up and work.

#2 Learn to talk about your art with confidence.
For your art business to flourish, you have to learn how to talk about your art.
When I opened the door to my first gallery, I greeted my potential customers with great
anticipation but when I attempted to give them an introduction to my work, I choked. I did not
know what to say about my art!
I was clueless, and I panicked with fear. My first realization was that if I do not know how to talk
about my art, I am going to starve.
Oh boy, did I ever get to work very quickly! The next day, I returned to my gallery with a
descriptive line that captured my customers' attention, and from that day onward, I sold art
consistently.
Here are four suggestions that worked for me:
1. Write down descriptive words that describe your art. Come up with as many words as
possible. Think about what makes your art unique and intriguing, captivate your
audience with emotional and powerful adjectives.
2. Think about what makes you paint them. For example, what is the meaning of your
work? Try to tell a story about your painting.
3. Think about what makes your art practice unique, for example: If you only use found
objects to do your mixed medium art, elaborate on it.
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4. Now, jot down a few sentences about your art by using the descriptive words that you
have chosen from the above practice. Try to come up with a sentence that takes less
than 3 seconds to say. Once you have the perfect description, say it repeatedly until it
flows effortlessly.
A Biography and an artist statement are necessary as well. They describe your work for you
when you are not around to explain it to your audience. It keeps a conversation going about
your art without your presence. A biography and an artist statement keep the intrigue and make
your audience ask questions and explore further.
To create a biography and an artist statement, use the same practice above, except for #4,
because the length of your biography and artist statement should be 200-300 words and
100-150 words respectfully.
Take your time to come up with an attention-grabbing biography and artist statement by
elaborating on yourself and your craft.
A Biography and an artist statement are the nuts and bolts of your art business. They are to be
used on your website, social media channels, gallery, and show submissions.

#3 Daily business learning and doing.
Learn as much as you can about the art business. You may have consistent practice in your
studio, but if your business support is lacking, building a viable business will not be possible.
I am a true believer that growth has to be consistent, so I read books about business and
mindset. Whatever that I can not master on my own, I learn it from the best.
These are some of my favorites:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Painter’s Keys by Rober Genn (great artist philosophy)
Online Marketing Made Easy by Amy Porterfield (Podcast)
Ting Yuen Art Blog ( Artist mindset and Business Blog by Yours Truly)
Everything is figureoutable by Marie Forleo ( good for mindset)

If you aspire to be a full-time business owner, I encourage you to read about the art business at
least once a week and put them into practice. Eventually, your dedication will pay off, and your
business will grow because of it.
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#4 Commit to your goals
Visualize your goals, talk about them, and post them in your journal.
Visualizing your dream to be a full-time artist is an essential step. When you have decided on
the path that you are going to take, you must write it down and make it real.
Then visualize it or create a vision board.
If you were to visualize your dream in your mind, do not just let them be random thoughts,
instead jot down keywords that describe the details of your goal.
To make a vision board, cut out images and words that describe your goal.
For both methods: Display your dream words or board in the room that you spend the most time
in, for example, your studio, living room, reading room, or your bedroom.
Remember: Do not be afraid to dream big and get into details.
Talk about it with friends and colleagues.
Talking about your dream is just as important as visualizing it. When you talk about it, you can
listen to your thoughts. And by hearing your thoughts, you can foresee much-needed challenges
that you may face in the future.
Talking about your dream with your friends, family, or peers also makes you accountable for
your words. These conversations can stimulate the frontal lobe of your brain, making your
dream more tangible.

#5 Work on your money discipline
Now, I am not going to lie to you, but like any business, the startup could be challenging but not
impossible.
I build my business through discipline and careful planning. My business started on a tight
budget, but I have never borrowed money from anyone nor institutions.
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The good thing about the art business is that it is very profitable if you do it right. The overhead
cost can be low, which also means more profit to grow your business.
Re-invest in your business consistently and watch it blossom.
Here are five ways on how I keep my money discipline as my top priority.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establish the operational cost and keep to the budget.
Keep a good business logbook, record your revenue and expenses monthly.
Keep a budget for future business growth.
Re-invest every year in something that will propel your growth.
Always save the extras for emergencies.

#6 Take action weekly
Take every business lesson that you have learned and put it into action weekly.
Do not be shy to take action, join art shows, talk about your art, begin by introducing yourself as
an aspiring artist. Get business cards made and pass them out to anyone that shows interest in
your art and ask them to subscribe to your newsletters.
Remember, action creates results.
Track down your successes, see what has worked and what has not, brainstorm business ideas
weekly so that you are always in the game.
#7 Join Art Communities to Propel your Art Business.
Join Facebook groups or communities that will inspire you to propel your art business. We all
need like-minded people to encourage us to work to our fullest potential.
At the beginning of my journey, when my business was just a side hustle, I joined an art society
on Cayman Island, and I volunteered my time in organizing shows, teaching art, etc. Because I
was out there networking and doing my dues, my part time business grew exponentially.
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Want more strategies for making your dream job come true? Join my Pop Up Facebook
Group:Creating a Profitable Art Business for Beginners and Beyond ( Opening
date:Seasonal). I will help you to stay on track, build confidence, and create a business that is
manageable and viable.
Stay tuned on the opening of my Pop Up Facebook Group via newsletter.
Did you enjoy the read? If you did, I would be forever grateful if you would share it with anyone
that may need it.
With Creative Joy,
Ting

www.tingyuenart.com
Hello@tingyuenart.com
www.facebook.com/tingyuenart
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